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This paper explains how computer algebra (Reduce) was used to analyse the expressions 
resulting from the complexity analysis of a family of algorithms for the isolation of real roots of 
polynomials. The expressions depend on sufficiently many parameters, and are sufficiently 
complex, that manual analysis would have been almost impossible. In addition, by analysing 
constant factors as well as the 0 form of the expressions, weobtain more information about 
the relative costs of algorithms with the same 0 complexity. 
Introduction 
The author was recently investigating the complexity of various algorithms for algebraic 
calculations, in particular the isolation of real roots via Sturm sequences (Heindel, 1971 ; 
Schwartz & Sharir, 1983). The theoretical underpinning of this work is described elsewhere 
(Davenport, 1989). It became clear that the formulae involved in the complexity analysis 
(see Tables 1-4 for the final answers) were sufficiently complicated that the chance of 
getting them right by hand was small, and furthermore that the calculations involved were 
sufficiently mechanizable that computer algebra could fruitfully be applied to this task. 
This note describes the author's experiences of using REDUCE for this task. Some of 
the results were very easy to obtain, others were substantially more difficult to express in a 
convenient form. 
Theory 
The isolation of real roots of polynomials is a subject that has received considerable 
attention - -  see the survey by Collins & Loos (1982). We were looking at the Sturm 
sequence method (Heindel, 1971) for this, partly because it has the best-understood 
complexity, and partly because we had something to add to the theory of this method. 
As is well known, the Sturm sequence for a given polynomial p of degree d is defined by 
fo = P, fJ = P' and f~+ z = - remainder ~f, f+ t). If, as we assume, p is square-free (but see 
the section 'a development'), then the last member f~ of the sequence is a constant. 
We confine our attention to the cost of evaluating the Sturm polynomials, ignoring the 
cost of computing them, which is theoretically (though not practically) dominated by the 
cost of using them. We mostly consider the regular case, when the degrees of the sequence 
decrease by 1 each time, so that N = n. 
The coefficients in the Sturm sequence grow rapidly: in general the i-th element can have 
coefficients of length O(i log i (log i+c)), where c is the length of the 2-norm of the 
coefficients ofp (Loos, 1982). The cost of evaluating the sequence at a point x will therefore 
depend on x, c and n. 
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In general, x wilI be a fraction, and may need to have large numerator and denominator 
in order to separate closely-spaced roots. The length of a fraction is the greater of the 
lengths of the numerator and denominator. Mahler (1964) shows that x need have length 
no more than O(n(c+log n)). In practice, the real roots are never this close together, and 
indeed Mahler's example showing that his bound is optimal uses complex roots. We have 
shown elsewhere (Davenport, 1989) that the total number of evaluations necessary to split 
the roots o fp  is of the same order. We only consider the case of evaluating at integers of 
this size, since the O-complexity is the same for fractions (Davenport, 1989). 
There are three methods available to evaluate the Sturm sequence at a given point x. 
The most natural one for a computer scientist is probably Horner's rule: Eaixi= 
ao+x(ai+x('"+xa,,)) .  This requires O(k) arithmetic operations to evaluate a poly- 
nomial of degree k, hence O(n 2) for a complete Sturm sequence. One could also try the 
naive method of computing all the powers of x first : this has a pre-computation cost of 
O(n) arithmetic operations, and the cost for the actual evaluation is again O(n2). Schwartz 
& Sharir (1983) suggested that the recursive definition of the Sturm sequence be exploited 
in the evaluation. I f we remember the quotients q,., then f,.+ 2(x) = -(fi(x)--q~(x)f~+ ,(x)), 
and the total number of arithmetic operations required in O(n). We have described 
(Davenport, 1989) a variant of this technique that uses the recurrence in the other direction, 
and allows for all the scaling factors present in polynomial remainder sequence algorithms. 
Hence we have three methods to consider, and we decided to compare them for three 
different possible lengths of x : a 'best case' of O(1) ; an 'average case' of O(c+log n) and 
a 'worst case' of O(n(c+log n)). In addition, we have the choice of classical O(k 2) and fast 
O(k log k log log k) algorithms for multiplying k-bit integers. 
The Program 
The program for classical multiplication is simple enough, and is shown in Fig. 1. This 
program readily produced the data for Table 1, taking about 31 sec on a DEC 2060 (26 sec 
if the REDUCE procedures were compiled, which we did from this point on). The notation 
is slightly different: the table's d being our x, and our c being the tables log ]]pI[ 2, but that 
was the notation used in (Davenport, 1989), from which the tables are reproduced 
unchanged. 
The generic formulae produced towards the end are fairly straight-forward (the author 
even got the first two right by hand, though without he numeric onstants!), being xn2(2n 2
log n+ 12x + n2c) /24, xn3(2 log n + x + c) /6 and 
n 2 (20n log s n + 20nx log n + 40nc log n + 3x 2 + 10xnc + 10nc 2) 
6 
respectively. The numeric onstants in these formulae are quite revealing, and show that, 
even when the recurrence relation method seems to have the same O-complexity as others, 
the actual times may well be very different. 
Tablel.  Classical O(k 2) multiplication 
d Na'ive method Horner 's  method Recurrence method 
1 n 4 log (;1 lip II 2) n J log (n lip II 2) n a log 2 (n lip [] 2) 
log (n }IPll 2) n 4 log z [n IIPlI2) ~'2~' log ~ (n IIPlI9 n 3 log 2 (n IlPll 2) 
n log (n IlPlla) n s log 2 (n IlPlla) n ~ log 2 (n [IPlla) n 4 log s (n Ilplla) 
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OPERATOR M ; % Multiplication cost ;
FOR ALLA,  B LETM(A,  B )=A.B ;  
ALGEBRAIC PROCEDURE JHD! -SUM(SUMMAND,  VAR, LIMIT); 
% Definition omitted. SUMMAND must be a polynomial in VAR 
OPERATOR HORNER ; 
FOR ALL X, C, N LET HORNER(N, C, X) = JHD! -SUM(M(X,  ( J - l ) *X+C)+C,  J, N); 
% HORNER(N,  C, X) is the cost of evaluating a polynomial of  degree 
% N, coefficients of height C, at the point &height X ; 
% Now the k-th element of a sturm sequence has degree N-K  and 
% coefficients O(K(C + LOG(N)+ LOG(K))), where the original polynomial 
% has degree N and coefficient norm C. (LoGs, 1982) 
% The LOG(N) comes from the differentiation. 
% The naive way to to evaluate this formula first computes all the powers 
% of  X, and then evaluates all the polynomials; 
ONEI -- POLY: = JHD! - SUM(M(J  9 X, K 9 (C+ LOG(N) + LOG(K))), J, N-K) ; 
STURM!-NAIVE:  = HORNER0g, 0, X )+JHD! -  SUM(ONE!-  POLY, K, N); 
% Here is the cost of doing it via Homer's rule; 
STURM!-HORNER : = JHD! -SUM(HORNER(N-K ,  K * (C+LOG(N) +LOG(K)) ,  X), K, N) ; 
% The recurrence is (about) f(i) : = (q(i+ 1)f(i+ I) - f ( i+2)z .  9 2)z * * -2  
% where z is some element of the same size as the coefficients of 
% f(i-- 1), and the last division is exact, and should be computed as 
% the corresponding cross-multiplication. 
OPERATOR FSIZE; 
FOR ALL K LET FSIZE(K) = K ,  X+K 9 (C+LOG(N) +LOG(K)) ; 
Z : = (K -  1), (C + LOG(N) + LOG(K)) ; 
COST: = M(FSIZE(K), 2 * Z) + M(FSIZE(K + 1), X + (K + 1) * (C + LOG(N) + LOG(K))) 
+ M(FSIZE(K + 2), 2 * Z); 
STURM!- -RECUR:  = JHD] --SUM(COST, K, N -2) ;  
% N- -  2 since our relation includes K + 2; 
% Not  necessary, but the following substitutions simplify the output ; 
STURM!-RECUR:  = SUB(LOG(N--2) = LOG(N), LOG(N-- I )  = LOG(N), STURM!--RECUR);  
% TRIM removes all terms 'dominated' by other terms 
% TOP! -TERM does the same, but only w.r.t. N 
% What follows are 'generic' formulae 
STURM!-NAIVE  : - TRIM STURM!-NAIVE;  
STURMI -HORNER:  = TRIM STURM! -HORNER;  
STURM! - RECUR: = TRIM STURM! - RECUR; 
ALGEBRAIC PROCEDURE DATA(XX, CC); 
% Evaluates methods at X-height XX, coeff size CC ; 
<< WRITE "Naive method gives", TOP!--TERM SUB(X = XX, C = CC, STURM!-NAIVE)  ; 
WRITE "Hornet's method gives", TOP! -TERM SUB(X = XX, C = CC, STURM!-HORNER)  ; 
WRITE "Recurrence gives", TOP! -TERM SUB(X = XX, C = CC, STURM!-RECUR)>> ;
DATA( l ,  LOG(P)) ; 
DATA((LOG(N) +LOG(P)),  LOG(P)) ; 
DATA(N 9 (LOG(N) + LOG(P)), LOG(P)) ; 
Fig. 1. 
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The entire program had been written in terms of an operator M, so that a change in M 
should enable us to convert he entire program to fast arithmetic. A correct definition would 
be 
FOR ALL A, B LET M(A, B) = (A+B) .  LOG(JMIN(A, B)). LOG(LOG(JMIN(A, B))); 
where JM IN  is an operator that will compute the minimum of its arguments. We have used 
the technique of replacing the maximum of A and B by A + B, since this will do no harm 
in O calculations. A few obvious cases of JM IN  were deatt with by operator definitions, 
and the rest left until later. At this point the author had invested less than a day in the 
process, some of which had been spent in working out the details of the recurrence method. 
This indeed worked, and the program ran successfully to the point where the TR IM 
operator was to be applied. However, it was taking over ten times as long, which is not 
surprising when one considers that STURM -- RECUR was over three line-printer pages 
long, and included arguments to JM IN  such as 2n log n- -4 log n+xn--2x+nc-2c. The 
first results were produced by manually entering suitable simplification rules, such as 
FOR ALL A, B LET JMIN(A,  A .B)= A; 
or writing the formulae out to a file, editing away the unwanted parts, and reading them 
back in. This produced useful results, but was time-consuming and error-prone, so we 
looked for a more automatic method. The first definition of TR IM had operated on a fixed 
list of variables, which was not really satisfactory for the present case, with a large number 
of logarithms. This accounted for the rest of the programming, which, together with the 
search for suitable simplifications, probably took about two or three days. As will be seen, 
this was also a comparatively expensive operation for the computer. 
The expressions could be shortened via the rule 
FOR ALL A, B LET JMIN(A,  B) = JM IN I (TR IMO A, TR IMO B); 
where TR IMO is a variant of TR IM that also removes numeric constants, which are not 
felt to be very useful in the arguments to logarithms. Note that we need a new operator 
JMIN1 : re-using JM IN  here would lead to circular situations. Probably OFF RESUBS 
would have helped here, but this prevents other rules from firing on the simplified results. 
This rule takes about 20 sec to run on the three expressions, and about halves their size. 
We then applied TRIM to each expression, which takes 44 sec. These items were then 
further shortened by evaluating such minima as we could, via the rule 
FOR ALL A, B SUCH THAT TR IMO(A+B)= TR IMO(A)  
LET JM IN I (A ,  B )= B, JM IN I (B ,  A )= B. 
This took a further 28 sec, but gave some quite nice results: for example STURM!-  
Tab le  2. Fast O(k log k log log k) multiplication 
d Naive method Homer's method Recurrence method 
1 n 3 log (n [Ipll2) log n~ n 3 log (n Ilpl19 n 2 log (n Ilph) log nn 
log (n Ilpll 2) n 3 log (n Ilpll,.) log n~ n 3 log (n Ilpllz)~ , 2 log (n Ilpll=) log .e 
n log (n liP II 2) n 4 log (n lip II 2) log n~ n 4 log (n lip II 2) log ne n 3 log (n IIpll 2) log nz 
e stands for a variety of log log terms, 
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HORNER became n 3 log x log log x(x+c+2 log n)/6, and the other two reduced to 
expressions of five and eight lines. 
At this point, we had done about as much simplification as seemed possible for generic 
values of  n, c and x, so we then substitued in the values necessary to produce Table 2, the 
analogue of Table 1 for fast multiplication. The results here were improved by applying 
TR IMO to the arguments of the logarithms, and collecting all variable nested logarithms 
together in a generic variable LOGLOG. This could not be done earlier, because log log x 
should not give rise to such a term if x = O(1). These techniques took about 65 sec to 
perform the substitutions called for by Table 2. 
So far we have considered only the regular case of Sturm sequences. The irregular case 
is beneficial to the naive and Horner's methods, since they have fewer polynomials to 
evaluate. The recurrence method requires more work, but one can show that the total time 
is the same even in the regular case, by comparing the time of m steps in the regular case 
with the time for a single step of degree m in the irregular case. Modified versions of the 
program shown were used to do this comparison. 
A Development 
After these calculations had been done, we turned our attention to the case of general 
polynomials. Here we have to compute the Sturm sequence of the square-free part. This 
may have larger coefficients than the original polynomial, but not more than 2" times as 
large (Mignotte, 1974). Thus it would seem that we have to replace c by nc in these two 
tables : an easy task. In fact, though, Mahler's inequality, and also its generalisation that 
bounds the total number of steps, can be expressed in terms of c for the original polynomial. 
Hence we need to re-evaluate our formulae, replacing c by nc but not changing x. This ought 
to be a trivial task for the computer, and indeed no programming was required : just more 
calls to DATA. 
This produced Tables 3 and 4 below, and led to a surprising conclusion. For the fastest 
method, there is no increase in asymptotic order resulting from this change, though the 
REDUCE output also tells us that the coefficient of c has increased from ~ to ~. The same 
is also true of Horner's method and classical multiplication, whereas the manual analysis 
of Collins & Loos (1982) suggested that an extra O(n ~) was necessary. 
Table 3. Classical multiplication, arbitrary polynomials 
d Naive method Horner's method Recurrence method 
1 n 5 log (IIPlI2) n 4 log (UPil 2) n ~ log: (llpll .,) 
log (n Ilpll 2) n 5 log (llpl12) log (1l Ilpll 2) n 4 log (llpll2) log (n lipll2) n ~ log' (ltpl1:1 
n log (n IlpU 5) n 6 log (lip[J2) log (n Ilpl] 2) n s log ~ (n [Ipl12) n 5 log (tlpl[:) log (n I[pl~z) 
Table 4. Fast multiplication, arbitrary polynomials 
d Na'/ve method Horner's method Recurrence method 
1 //4 log (IIP[[2) log n~ n 4 log (llPll 5) n ~ log ([[pl[:) log n~ 
log (n II P II 2) i14 log (lip II a) log ne n4 log (lip II .,)~ n3 log (tfp I[ :) log n~ 
n log (n lip II ~) n 4 log (n Ilpll 9 log n~ n ~ log (11 llpll :) log n~ n 3 log (n IlP]! .,) log he. 
e s tands  for a variety of log log terms. 
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Conclusion 
In about five minutes of DEC 2060 time, and a few days of the author 's  time, we obtained 
the four tables, i.e. 36 formulae, needed for the analysis. We have substantially more 
confidence in their correctness than we would have had in a manual  analysis. Also, the 
greater precision of the calculations enables us to show that, for several methods, the 
generalisation to non square-free polynomials does not change the asymptotic order. 
These calculations made heavy use of the REDUCE pattern-matcher,  and of a few 
procedures written in REDUCE's  algebraic mode. Had  we wished to perform more exten- 
sive calculations, we might have rewritten the procedures in symbolic mode, and replaced 
some of the pattern-matching by programming. But the CPU consumption was not excess- 
ive, and the extra effort did not seem necessary. 
We conclude that, with a little programming ( JHD! -SUM,  TR IM and all the other 
procedures total less than 100 lines of  REDUCE)  it is possible to use REDUCE for quite 
complex calculations on the complexity of  algorithms. The greater precision possible may 
lead to new discoveries. 
This work was performed while the author was visiting Kungliga Tekniska H6gsk'olan, Stockholm. 
The author is grateful to the NADA Institute, especially Stefan Arnborg, for its hospitality and 
support. Inge Frick provided useful advice on DEC-20 LISP and REDUCE. 
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